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Comments: I have recently reviewed the released Nez Perce-Clearwater Forest Plan Revision Draft

Environmental Impact Statement and Draft Revised Forest Plan. None of the alternatives presented reflect the

management I would like to see implemented for the Hoodoo Roadless Area. Please accept these comments

into the formal record. 

 

 

 

I am an advocate for the wild lands of Montana and all surrounding areas.  I'm driven to do what I can to protect

our remaining open and natural spaces and all the lovely wildlife that inhabit them. 

 

 

 

I do not have any direct experiences in The Great Burn.  I wish I had.  I have had endless experiences in the Lee

Metcalf Wilderness where I frequent throughout all four seasons.  It is because of this that I hope to protect the

wilderness. 

 

 

 

Please continue to manage this roadLESS area as Wilderness designation.  The day motorized is allowed, the

woods forever change and that pristine and quiet description diminish.  It just will and never to be the same

again.  Please allow the animals to have their quiet woods. 

 

 

 

My previous statement touches on this.  For the Animals!!!!!!!  Again, let's continue to deem this pristine and

quiet.  Once motorized is allowed these qualities will not continue.  I don't see the benefit to allowing motorized in

a place it has never been allowed.  We have so few of these sacred places left. 

 

 

 

I agree completely.  Clean water, good habitat that need to be protected FOREVER!!!!  Why would we NOT

consider further protection? 

 

 

 

Again, why must we always feel we need to fix what already works.  I simply ask to keep these woods quiet and

let the wolverines, occasional grizzly and mountain goats have their peace.  It's protection for these species.

Once they're gone, they will not return.  Thank you for the chance to speak my peace. 

 

 

 

Thanks for the opportunity to share my opinions and I hope we can continue to keep The Great Burn a great

roadless place!


